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The notion of neighborhood perfect graphs is introduced here as follows. Let G be a graph, 
~N(G) denote the maximum number of edges uch that no two of them belong to the same 
subgraph of G induced by the (closed) neighborhood of some vertex; let PN(G) be the 
minimum number of vertices whose neighborhood subgraphs cover the edge set of G. Then G 
is called neighborhood perfect if PN(G') = CrN(G' ) holds for every induced subgraph G' of G. 
It is expected that neighborhood perfect graphs are perfect also in the sense of Berge. We 
characterize here those chordal graphs which are neighborhood perfect. In addition, an 
algorithm to compute PN(G) = ON(G) is given for interval graphs. 
1. Introduction 
In [11], Neeralagi and Sampathkumar introduced the neighborhood number of 
a graph as follows. For a simple undirected graph G = (V, E), the neighborhood 
N(v) of a vertex v e V is the subgraph induced by v and the vertices adjacent o 
v. A set S c V is called a neighborhood covering set of G if any edge of G 
belongs to a subgraph N(v) for some v e S, that is the edge set of L.J {N(v): v 
S} is equal to E. Now the neighborhood number, taN(G), of a graph G is defined 
as the minimum cardinality of a neighborhood covering set in G. Clearly, 
isolated vertices of G do not affect its neighborhood number, PN(G- X)= 
pN(G) holds for any set X of isolated vertices of G. 
Two edges e, e' e E are called neighborhood independent i  G if there exists no 
v e V such that N(v) contains both edges e and e'; an edge set consisting of 
pairwise neighborhood independent edges is said to be neighborhood independ- 
ent. The neighborhood independence number, teN(G), of a graph G is defined as 
the maximum cardinality of a neighborhood independent set. 
For any graph G, teN and PN are related by the obvious max-min inequality: 
C~N(G) <-pN(G). Here we are concerned with graphs for which equality holds. 
Call a graph neighborhood perfect if teN(G')- PN(G') holds for every induced 
subgraph G' c G. 
Our first example is the family q3 of graphs G satisfying PN(G') = 1 for every 
connected, induced subgraph G 'c  G. One can call these graphs trivially 
neighborhood perfect, by obvious reason. Trivially neighborhood perfect graphs 
were already described under several names: diagonal-graphs, D-graphs, trivially 
perfect graphs (see [8, 15]). It is easy to see that q3 is a subfamily of chordal 
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graphs. Here we formulate only the forbidden subgraph characterization for these 
graphs given essentially in [15]. Every connected induced subgraph of a graph G 
contains a central vertex (that is a vertex adjacent o any further vertex of G) if 
and only if G contains no induced P4 or (?4 (a path or cycle on four vertices). 
Our second example is the family of triangle-free neighborhood perfect graphs. 
In the case when G contains no triangle, its neighborhood independence number 
and its neighborhood number is equal to the packing (or matching) number v(G) 
and to the transversal (or vertex cover) number r(G), respectively. Then the 
K/Snig-theorem implies that any bipartite graph is a neighborhood perfect 
triangle-free graph. It is worth noting that the converse is also true. Indeed, for 
the (induced) cycle C of length 2k + 1, k/> 2, trN(C) = k and pN(C) = k + 1 hold, 
therefore a triangle-free graph which is neighborhood perfect must contain no 
odd cycles, that is bipartite. (See [1] for standard graph theoretical notions.) 
The above observation shows that neighborhood perfect graphs do not contain 
odd cycles of length at least five. It is easy to check that complements of odd 
cycles are also excluded from neighborhood perfect graphs as induced subgraphs. 
In fact, (~k fails to be neighborhood perfect for k/> 5 and k :/: 6, since one can 
verify that 
3 if k=6 
pN(Ck)=3 fork1>5 and a~N(Ck)= 2 i fk=5,7 ,8  
1 if k~>9. 
Berge conjectures that graphs without odd cycles and complement of odd cycles 
are just the perfect graphs defined with the equality of the clique number, o~, and 
the chromatic number, X, for every induced subgraph (cf. [1]). The conclusion is 
that if Berge's strong perfect graph conjecture is true, then the family of graphs 
which are perfect in the sense of Berge contains the family of neighborhood 
perfect graphs. For this reason we restrict ourselves to some classes of perfect 
graphs. However, the question whether neighborhood perfect graphs are perfect 
remains open. 
Problem 1. Prove that every neighborhood perfect graph is perfect. 
In this paper the neighborhood perfectness of chordal graphs is investigated. A 
graph is chordal if every cycle of length at least four has a chord (an edge joining 
two nonconsecutive vertices of the cycle). The notion of chordal graphs is a 
natural extension of interval graphs which are defined as intersection graphs of 
families of intervals of the real line (el. [9, 14]). Here we obtain that interval 
graphs are neighborhood perfect, furthermore, there are chordal graphs which 
are not (see e.g. the graph in Fig. 1). Our main result is Theorem 4, the structural 
characterization f neighborhood perfect chordal graphs: 
A chordal graph is neighborhood perfect if and only if it contains no odd 
tramploine as induced subgraph. 
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Fig. 1. 
A trampoline of order pt>3 is a graph having 2p vertices 
a l, • • •, ap, b l , . . . ,  bp such that 
(a) al, a2 , . .  •, a,, al is a (.partial) cycle, and 
(b) every bi (1 ~ i ~<p) has just two neighbors: ai and ai+l (ap+l = a~). 
Fig. 1 shows the trampoline of order three. The notion of (chordal) trampolines, 
called also sun graphs, is proposed in [5] for the study of strongly chordal graphs. 
It is worth noting that chordal graphs without induced odd trampolines are 
characterized in [3] as graphs having balanced neighborhood hypergraph. This 
result is not used here, however, our characterization of neighborhood perfect 
chordal graphs strongly relies on the properties of balanced hypergraphs and on 
the subtree representation f chordal graphs. 
In Section 2, the necessary hypergraph notions are mentioned together with 
some basic properties of tree hypergraphs representing chordal graphs. The proof 
of the main theorem on neighborhood perfect chordal graphs is given in Section 
3. In Section 4, we give a straightforward linear time algorithm for interval graphs 
which constructs a maximum neighborhood independent set and a minimum 
neighborhood covering set. The algorithm does not extend to arbitrary neighbor- 
hood perfect chordal graphs. Thus we propose the following 
Problem 2. Suppose that G is a neighborhood perfect chordal graph. Devise an 
'effective' algorithm which constructs ON(G) neighborhood independent edges 
and a pN(G)-element neighborhood covering set. 
2. Clique trees of chordal graphs 
Our terminology follows Berge [1] for graphs and hypergraphs. We propose in 
addition some nonstandard hypergraph notions. A hypergraph H is defined by a 
finite vertex set V(H)  and by a family E(H)  of edges which are non-empty 
subsets of V(H) .  We say that H is a tree-hypergraph if there is a tree T with 
vertex set V(H)  such that every A ~ E(H)  induces a subtree of T; and T is then 
called a basic tree of H. 
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The intersection graph of the sets belonging to E(H), called also the line-graph 
of H, is denoted by L(H) and is defined as follows: the vertices of L(H) 
correspond to the hyperedges in E(H) and an edge of L(H) corresponds to a pair 
of hyperedges having non-empty intersection. Several authors observe that the 
family of line-graphs of tree hypergraphs i equal to the class of chordal graphs 
(c.f. [4, 7, 9, 14]). In [4] and [7], moreover, it is also formulated that if K is the set 
of all maximal cliques of a chordal graph G, then one can give a tree T with vertex 
set K and a family E of subtrees of T corresponding to the vertices of G such that 
the intersection graph of E is isomorphic to G. This tree-hypergraph (K, E) with 
basic tree T will be called a clique tree of G. 
For example, let F be the graph given in Fig. 1 and K = {a, b, c, d}, where a, 
b, c and d denote respectively the cliques induced by {A, B', C'}, {B, C', A'}, 
{C,A ' ,B '}  and {A',B' ,  C'}. Now the subsets {a}, {b}, {c}, {a,b,d}, {b,c,d} 
and {c, a, d} corresponding to the vertices of F, respectively, define a tree- 
hypergraph with basic tree T having edges ad, bd and cd. This hypergraph is the 
clique tree of the graph F (see Fig. 1). 
Now we formulate some elementary properties of clique trees. 
Proposition 1. A tree T together with a family E of subtrees of T is a clique tree of 
some chordal graph if and only if for any edge ab of T there exists A, B e E with 
a e A, b e B and A tq B = t~. 
Proof. A clique tree of some chordal graph G possess the given property, since 
the maximality of the cliques a and b of G ensures that there exist two 
nonadjacent vertices in a U b. The 'if part' of the proposition follows easily by 
induction on the order of T. [] 
The cycle (Xl, El,...,xp, Ep) of a hypergraph H (xiEV(H),EiEE(H) for 
i = 1 , . . . ,  p) is called a special cycle of H if its length p is at least three and 
xi E Ej holds iff j = i or j = i - 1 (modp, 1 ~< i ~p) .  A hypergraph is called 
balanced if it contains no special cycle of odd length. 
Proposition 2. Let (K, E) be a clique tree of some chordal graph G. Then (K, E) 
is a balanced hypergraph if and only if G contains no odd trampoline. 
Proof. Let a l , . . . ,  ap, bx , . . . ,  b, be the vertices of a trampoline of G, i.e., 
(a l , . . . ,  a~,, ax) is a cycle and  every bi has just two neighbors ai and ai+l 
(1 ~<i ~<p, ap+l = al). Denote by ki the maximal clique of G containing the 
triangle bi, ai, a~+~, 1 <~ i <~p. Obviously, ki does not include further vertices of 
the trampoline, l~<i<~p. Therefore, the hyperedges A~, . . . ,ApeE  
corresponding respectively to the vertices a~, . . . ,  ap form a special cycle 
(kl, A1, . . . ,  kp, Ap) in the clique tree. 
Conversely, let C = (xa, A1 , . . . ,  xp, A~,) be a special cycle of the clique tree of 
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G and let S c T be the minimal subtree of T containing the vertices Xl, . . . , Xp .  
Then every xi is a degree one vertex of S, since if xi is an inner vertex of S, then 
for some vertices xk and xt the path between them contains xi, which is not 
possible because Xk, Xi and xt are the vertices of the special cycle C. 
Now Proposition 1 ensures the existence of B1, . . . ,  Bp ~ E such that Bi fq S = 
{Xi}  , 1 <~ i <-p. Furthermore, since C is a special cycle, Bi fqAj = 0 holds for any 
i = 1 , . . . ,  p and j :~ i or i - 1 (modp). Thus the vertices of G corresponding toAi 
and Bi, 1 <~ i ~<p, define an induced trampoline of G. Then the proposition 
follows by the definition of balanced hypergraphs. [] 
We note that Proposition 2 can be rephrased without refering clique trees as 
follows: G is a chordal graph with no induced odd trampoline if and only if for 
some balanced tree-hypergraph H, G is isomorphic to the line-graph L(H). 
Now we prove a useful property of chordal graphs without induced trampoline 
of order 3. 
Proposition 3. I f  G is a chordal graph containing no induced trampoline of order 
three, then each clique of G contains an edge which lies in no other clique of G. 
Proof. Let _d be a clique of G and A'B'  be an edge of _d such that the number k 
of cliques containing A'B'  is as small as possible. We show that k = 1. Suppose on 
the contrary that k/> 2, so that A'B'  belongs to _c for some clique c different from 
_d. Then there exist vertices C of _c and C' of _d such that CC' ~ E(G). 
By the minimality of k, the edges B' C' and C'A' are contained in at least k cliques 
of G. Among these cliques at most k - 1 contain both A' and B', so there are 
cliques _a and _b, respectively including the edges B'C' and C'A', and avoiding 
vertices A' and B'. Observe now that a must contain some vertex A which is 
nonadjacent to A' and _b must contain some vertex B nonadjacent to B'. 
The chordality of G then ensures that the subgraph induced by the set 
{A, B, C, A',  B', C'} is a trampoline of order three, a contradiction. [] 
Propositions 2 and 3 are used in the next section where we show that those 
chordal graphs are neighborhood perfect which contain no induced odd tram- 
poline. It is worth noting that the same subfamily of chordal graphs is 
characterized in [3] as the family of chordal graphs having balanced 
neighborhood-hypergraph. (T e neighborhood hypergraph of G is defined on the 
vertex set of G with the vertex sets of N(v) as hyperedges, for v e V(G).) 
In [5], chordal graphs having no induced trampoline at all are called strongly 
chordal graphs. The family of strongly chordal graphs includes interval graphs 
(see [6]) and are intimately related to totally balanced hypergraphs, i.e., 
hypergraphs with no special cycles. It is true for example that G is strongly 
chordal if and only if for some totally balanced hypergraph H, G is isomorphic to 
the line graph L(H). 
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3. Neighborhood perfect chordal graphs 
Theorem 4. A chordal graph G is neighborhood perfect if and only if G contains 
no induced odd trampoline. 
Proof. The necessity follows by showing that odd trampolines are not neighbor- 
hood perfect. We prove that if G is a trampoline of order p = 2k + 1, then 
ON(G) <<- k < PN(G). 
By definition, G consists of p triangles: 
ti = {bi, ai, ai+l} (1 ~< i ~<p and ap+l = aO, 
the sequence (a l , . . . ,  ap, ax) forms a cycle of G and there can be additional 
chords (that is, edges aiap j ~ i + 1). Since any neighborhood covering set should 
meet every ti, 1 <~ i ~p,  PN(G) >t ½p > k follows immediately. 
Now suppose that M is a maximal set of neighborhood independent edges, 
ON(G)--IMI. Let M = T U C, where T is the set of those edges which are 
covered by some triangle ti, and C is the set of chords in M. Obviously, the 
triangles covering the edges of T are disjoint from each other, furthermore they 
contain no endpoint of edges belonging to C. This observation implies 2 I TI + 
2 IcI and hence ON(G) = ITI + ICl k. 
To prove sufficiency, let G be a chordal graph containing no induced odd 
trampoline. We may assume that G is a nontrivial connected graph. 
Consider now a clique tree H= (K, E) of G, where K is the set of all 
(maximal) cliques of G and the elements of E, which are subtrees of some basic 
tree, correspond to the vertices of G. Proposition 2 implies that H is a balanced 
hypergraph. It is well-known (see in [1]) that p = o for balanced hypergraphs; 
here p is the usual covering number, defined as the minimum number of 
hyperedges covering the vertex set, and o is the (strong) stability number, defined 
as the maximum cardinality of a vertex set meeting any hyperedge in at most one 
vertex. Thus it is enough to prove that 
o(H) <~ ON(G) ~ pN(G) <~ p(H). 
The latter two inequalities are trivial and the first is an immediate consequence of
Proposition 3. 
Indeed, Proposition 3 implies that for any clique d ~ K there is an edge e(d) of 
G belonging to no other clique than d. Observe now that if the two cliques 
p, q ~ K are independent vertices of the clique tree, then e(p) and e(q) are 
neighborhood independent edges of G. Consequently, o(H) <<- ON(G) 
follows. [] 
The proof of Theorem 4 settles the polynomial solvability of the problem of 
finding the neighborhood independence number or neighborhood number for 
neighborhood perfect chordal graphs. In light of the equality o (H)= ON(G)= 
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pN( G ) = p ( H) and known properties of balanced hypergraphs, CON(G) and pN( G ) 
can be computed in polynomial time via any polynomial inear programming 
algorithm such as Khachian's algorithm (see e.g. [6]). 
4. Algorithm for interval graphs 
The intersection graph of a set of intervals in the real line is called interval 
graph. Lekkerkerker and Boland [10] characterized interval graphs as chordal 
graphs containing no asteroidal triple of vertices, i.e., three vertices uch that any 
two of them are connected by a path avoiding the third one and all its neighbors. 
Since any trampoline contains asteroidal triples, interval graphs are trampoline- 
free (called strongly chordal in [5]) and thus neighborhood perfect by Theorem 4. 
The interval representation of interval graphs offers a straightforward linear time 
algorithm to construct effectively a set of O~N neighborhood independent edges 
and a neighborhood covering set containing PN = O<N vertices. First we assume 
that a set of intervals {11, • . . ,  In } is constructed for the interval graph G so that 
G is the intersection graph of the intervals. This requires only linear time using 
the algorithm of Booth and Lueker [2]. In fact, their algorithm outputs a clique 
tree for G which is in this case a linear ordering of the maximal cliques of G with 
a family of intervals corresponding to the vertices of G. The running time of the 
algorithm in [2] is O(n + m) for interval graphs with n vertices and rn edges. 
We note that properties of clique trees are not used in our algorithm, thus it 
can be assumed that V = {I1, • • •, In} is an arbitrary set of intervals of the real 
line with intersection graph G. We say that (Ip, lq) is an edge of G iff Ip N Iq ~ O. 
The algorithm scans the intervals by moving a cursor from left to right on the 
real line and lists a sequence Ipl, lql, I s1 , . . . ,  Ip, Iq, Ist of intervals of V so that 
(Ipi, lqi) is an edge of G, 1 ~< i ~< t. Assume that the intervals of V are ordered 
according to the increasing order of their right endpoints, that is, Ii <<-lj means 
that ri <~ rj, where ri and rj are, respectively, the right endpoint of li and/j .  Also 
we write x ~</j if the right endpoint !) of/ j  is on the right of x, i.e., x ~ rj. 
The algorithm consists of five steps which are executed successively for 
i = 1 , . . . ,  t. The initial cursor value x is the first left endpoint in the line; the 
algorithm terminates when x remains undefined in Step (5), i.e., when there is no 
more interval on the right of the cursor. 
Intervals Ipi, lqi and Isi are given in Steps (1)-(5) as follows: 
(1) let Ipi be the interval whose left endpoint is x; 
(2) x moves to right into the first right endpoint; 
(3) let Iqi be the interval with right endpoint x and in case of lq~ = Ip~ let us 
replace lq~ by an arbitrary interval of V different from Ip~ and containing x; 
(4) put Is i - "  max{//• V: x •/ j};  
(5) x moves to right into the first left endpoint which follows Isi. 
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Proposition 5. Let G be an interval graph without isolated vertices. Then the 
algorithm described above correctly lists in linear time a neighborhood independent 
edge set {(Ipl, lq l ) , . . . , ( Ip t ,  Iqt)} and a neighborhood covering set 
{Is1, . . . ,  Ist} for G. 
Proof. Observe first that the algorithm lists Ipi, Iqi and Isi unless lqi can not be 
found in Step (3). But then Ipi would be an isolated vertex of the interval graph. 
The neighborhood independence of (Ip~-l, lqi_~) and (Ipi, lq~) follows from the 
fact that by the definition of ISi_l there is no interval of V intersecting 
Ipi-~ n Iq~-1 and lpi. 
Suppose now that {Is1, . . . ,  Is,} is not a neighborhood covering set. Then 
there exist some /j, Ik ~ V whose intersection I =/j N Ik is not empty and lies 
between Isi_l and Isi (1 ~< i ~< t). In this case x ~< I holds for the value of x gained 
in Step (2) which means that Is~ does not contain x, contradicting the requirement 
of Step (4). 
The algorithm is clearly linear. I-] 
We do not know whether this effective algorithm can be extended for any 
neighborhood perfect chordal graph. It is worth noting that the first part of the 
algorithm, that is the construction of a clique tree can be done in linear time for 
arbitrary chordal graphs (see [12, 13]). 
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